
 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Date: June 13, 2023 

Contact: Chandra Munroe, (608) 266-9170 
 

Senator Agard Responds to Republican JFC Members Cutting  

UW System Budget 
 

MADISON - Today, Republican JFC members are poised to cut millions of dollars from the 

University of Wisconsin (UW) System. Senate Democratic Leader Melissa Agard (D-Madison) 

released the following statement in response to Speaker Vos’ comments and in anticipation of a 

multi-million dollar funding cut:  
 

“Republican actions’ to cut funding from the UW System for their Diversity, Equity, and 

Inclusion (DEI) initiatives is small-minded, wrongheaded, and counterproductive to our state’s 

efforts to recruit and retain our future workforce. 
 

“The positive impact of DEI programs is not a partisan issue. The RNC Host Committee has 

focused on DEI and WMC found in a survey that Wisconsin is perceived as being intolerant. It’s 

time for Speaker Vos and legislative Republicans to drop the culture wars and work in the best 

interest of Wisconsin. Unfortunately, today’s actions continue to show that they are not serious 

about creating a Wisconsin where people want to live, work, and play.  
 

“The UW System is a vital part of our state’s economy, generating $15 billion annually in 

economic impact. Beyond the impact it has on student lives, it fulfills an integral role in our 

schools, cultural organizations, non-profits, and more. 
 

“The recent actions by my Republican colleagues to withhold approval of a new College of 

Engineering building on UW-Madison campus, coupled with the funding cuts we are 

anticipating today is irresponsible. We can and should do more to support the UW System and its 

positive impact in our state.” 
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Senator Melissa Agard was elected by her colleagues to serve as Senate Democratic Leader in 
November of 2022. Senator Agard represents the 16th Senate District, encompassing Sun 

Prairie, Cottage Grove, Monona, Fitchburg, McFarland, and parts of Madison. 

https://apnews.com/article/university-wisconsin-diversity-budget-legislature-b99f099f70e467ae924ef1e18f3dbc84

